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ABSTRACT

This study aims to better understand the effect of practice schedule and feedback providing types. In two separate experiments the contextual interference effect in bandwidth and self-control feedback conditions on relative and absolute timing learning was examined. In experiment I, the effect of contextual interference using bandwidth and self-control feedback on absolute timing learning (parameters) was studied. Results in the acquisition test showed the performance of blocked self-control and bandwidth groups were significantly better than other groups (P<0.05). There was no significant difference in retention and transfer tests (P>0.05). In experiment II, the effects of contextual interference with using a bandwidth and self-control feedback on relative timing learning (GMP) were studied. In retention and transfer tests, the performance of random self-control and bandwidth groups was significantly different to the other groups (P<0.05). The performance of self-control feedback groups in both experiments was better than bandwidth feedback groups (P<0.05) in all stages. The results of this study reveal the beneficial effect of self-control feedback on relative timing (GMP) rather than absolute timing (parameter) learning and supported the theoretical separation of this processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Motor program is located in the heart of theories based on central control. Schmidt (1985, 1975) proposed that programmed actions are controlled by the generalized motor programs (GMPs) that provide a common structure to a class of actions. Independent roles or schemata (recall schema) provided the scaling features for generalized motor programs, so that specific actions can be generated. When errors of previous tasks were detected, recognition schema provides the mechanisms for evaluating and regulating recall schema before the next task (1, 2). Accordingly, the GMP developed during exercise underpins the production of a class of tasks that have fixed features (such as sequencing, relative timing and relative force). On the other hand, specific tasks are created by pre-movement scaling factors (known as parameters) such as absolute force or absolute timing through recall schema. According to Schmidt (1985) relative timing is a measure underlying the movement structure or GMP while absolute timing is a measure of the
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capability to parameterize an action appropriately (2).

Thus, Schmidt (2011) stated theoretical constructions of GMP and parameters which affect the programmed actions are controlled by a separate memory. On this basis, researchers in the past have claimed that learning of GMP and parameter are two separate processes and based on these findings have proposed dissociation of GMP from the parameter (3). According to this theory, the theoretical structures of GMP and parameterization processes are separated.

Also, Shea et al. (2001) have claimed that in the future, research is needed to determine the factors (such as practice schedules and types of feedback providing) in order to reach the optimal levels of generalized motor program and parameter learning (4). Recently, researchers have attempted to study the GMP and its associated parameters through practice. One of the major research lines in this field that can provide evidence related to theoretical dissociation between the GMP and parameterized processes, is manipulating the practice schedule or contextual interference (CI) (5). CI is defined as interference in performance and learning that creates from practice, one task in the context of other tasks (3). CI is located on a continuum in which the blocked practice referred to as low interference, and random practice referred as high interference (6). The origin of CI is derived from Battig (1966, 1972) that has done in the field of verbal learning. Battig, in their initial investigation found that factors causing difficulty for the learner in the acquisition phase, impairs their performance in the acquisition phase, but will improve performance during retention and transfer tests (7). Magill (2011) also believes that this effect can be explained by contextual dependency. Accordingly, the practice with low CI (blocked practice) creates a dependency on the practice field (6). This dependency makes comprehensive response capability in the change of the task or practice does not improve rather than high CI (random practice).

Wulf, Schmidt, and Deubel (1993) also proposed that the effect of practice variables on the learning process is complex, but that these variables are very dependent on the nature of the task and the level of the individual's experience (8). Some of these complexities have recently become the theoretical framework by Guadagnoli and Lee (2004). They proposed that cognitive processing during the practice period depends on the rate of challenge during the practice. The nature of the task, practice schedules and learner skill levels interact together to determine the level of challenge in the practice trials (9). Guadagnoli, Holcomb, and Weber (1999) noted that high CI at the beginning of practice may not always be useful for learning. Rather, the increased CI in the beginning stage of practice led to overwhelmed responses and reduced learner performance in the retention and transfer tests. These results suggest that when the learner encounters challenging tasks, incompetency in the information-processing system leads to unclear interpretation of the required information. Finally, this will lead to a lack of individual learning (10).

Another factor that can affect the performance quality and motor skill learning process is feedback which provides evidence in relation to the separate dissociation of GMP and parameterization processes. In this regard, the results of various studies show that decreasing the knowledge of result (KR) frequency has an important effect on motor programs learning, and that this factor can cause the response stability and therefore lead to improvement of GMP and parameter (11). In this regard, bandwidth feedback is one of the methods for reducing the feedback frequency and coaches or researchers based on the pre-determined range use this feedback type about the performance goal. Goodwin and Meeuwsen (1995) applied bandwidth feedback in the sports field with a golf putting skill. In this study, there were four bandwidth feedback schedules including a 0% bandwidth (feedback provided in every trial), 10% bandwidth, shrinking bandwidth (increasing amounts of feedback) and expanding bandwidth (decreasing levels of feedback). Their results showed that both the 10% and expanding bandwidth groups performed significantly higher on the retention test (12). In addition, Lai and Shea (1999) showed that the constant and serial practice of using bandwidth feedback affected absolute timing learning (13). Lai et al. (2000) also noted that bandwidth feedback is effective
in relative timing in relation to absolute timing learning (14).

One other method for reduced KR frequency (that coaches always neglect) is self-control feedback. Chiviacowsky et al. (2008) stated that self-control feedback refers to a type of KR in which the learner actively chooses when to receive information about the outcome of his/her performance or score (15). Based on their results, Zimmerman (1996, 1989), Chen and Singer (1992) and Chiviacowsky and Wulf (2005) suggest that the perception of self-control enhances learning, leading to more active involvement of learners in the performance and learning process. Thus, giving the learner control over practice sessions might promote a deeper level of processing of relevant information (16-19). Studies done on the effect of self-control feedback on relative and absolute timing reveal inconsistent results. Chiviacowsky and Wulf (2002) revealed that self-control feedback could affect absolute timing learning (20). However, in another study Chiviacowsky and Wulf (2005) reported that self-control feedback is affective in relative timing feedback in relation to the absolute timing (17).

In relation to effectiveness high CI, Wulf & Shea (2004), Wright and Shea (2001) and Wulf, Schmidt, and Deubel (1993) reported that random practice, with reduced KR frequency, has a greater effect on learning of relative timing rather than absolute timing (8, 11, 21). In this study, two separate experiments were conducted in order to examine the contextual interference effect in bandwidth and self-control feedback conditions on relative and absolute timing learning.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants.** In Experiment I, ninety right-handed students with no previous experience of the related task were selected and randomly divided into 6 groups (including blocked, serial and random groups in self-control and bandwidth feedback conditions). In Experiment II, ninety right-handed students with no previous experience of the related task were used in the study and randomly divided into 6 groups of 15 persons (including blocked, serial and random practice groups in self-control and bandwidth feedback conditions).

**Measurement tools and procedure.** In Experiment I, We used the rotary pursuit system (Model A. 30014) manufactured by American Lafayette systems to measure hand-eye coordination and consists of two parts (software and hardware). Using this device, the parameters (different speeds) and the GMPs (different models) can be evaluated. For the task, subjects were placed behind the system and with the start signal given by computer, a follow-able light starts to turn, and the subject should follow the light by the lever that is connected to the device. Moreover, Time off Target (TOT) was recorded as an error of subjects by the computer and the performance score of subjects was calculated as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for each experiment.

The task given to subjects in experiment I was to pursue the light target on the rotary pursuit system with constant GMP (quadrangle) and variable parameters (with speeds of 20, 30 and 40 cycles per minute). The pre-test included one block of 9 (3×3) trials, whereby subjects performed 3 trials in each speed parameter. In acquisition phase, the subjects participate in the 8 sessions in 8 days. In each session, subjects performed two blocks of 9 trials which included three trials in each speed parameter.

For each subject in bandwidth feedback groups, the time error of 20 seconds for each trial determined as a performance error that based on this range the feedback provided for them. In addition, in this period, the self-control feedback was requested by subjects and providing feedback frequency (33 percent) was similar to all self-control groups. After the latest practice trials, the acquisition test was done. After 72 hrs the subjects participated in a retention test and performed one block of 9 trials similar to the pretest period trials. After the retention test, the transfer test in each experiment was done separately. The speed of 50 cycles per minute (new parameter) consisted as a transfer task that the subjects performed this task in one block of 9 trials.

In Experiment II, Tools used in this experiment were similar to Experiment I.

The task of subjects in experiment II was to pursue light target on the rotary pursuit system with constant parameter (with speed of 20 cycles per minute) and variable GMPs (circle,

quadrangle and triangle). The pre-test included the one block of 9 trials (3×3), that subjects performed 3 trials in each GMPs. In acquisition phase, the subjects participate in the 8 sessions in 8 days. In each session, subjects performed two blocks of 9 trials that included three trials in each GMP.

For each subject in bandwidth feedback groups, the time error of 20 seconds for each trial determined as a performance error that based on this range the feedback provided for them. Furthermore, in this period, the self-control feedback based on subjects requests provided feedback for them, and the providing feedback frequency (33 percent) was similar to all self-control groups. After the latest practice trials, the acquisition test was done. After 72 hrs the subjects participated in retention test and performed one block of 9 trials similar to the pretest period trials. After the retention test, the transfer test was done. The diamond pattern (new GMP) was consisted as a transfer task that the subjects performed this task in one block of 9 trials.

**Statistical Analysis.** For data analysis, the descriptive statistics (such as mean and standard deviation) and inferential statistics such as one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test in pre-test and two-factorial analysis of variance 3 (type of practice or groups) × 2 (feedback) in acquisition, retention and transfer tests were used. Furthermore, in order to identify the differences amongst groups in both experiments, the Bonferroni Post hoc test was used. For data analysis we used SPSS version 15, and for drawing graphs the Excel 2007 program were used.

**RESULTS**

**Experiment I**

**Pre-test.** One-way ANOVA test results showed the difference of mean scores of subjects in first test (F_{15, 84} = 0.498 and P=0.813) is not significant.

**Acquisition test results.** Two-factorial analysis of variance results showed the main effects of the practice schedule with F= 44.558 was significant at the level of P = 0.001. The Bonferroni Post hoc test results showed that there was a significant difference between block practice groups and serial/random groups. The interaction effects of feedback type and practice schedule with F=7.53 was significant (P<0.05). Bonferroni Post hoc test results showed that performance of blacked bandwidth and self-control feedback groups was significantly different from other groups. Also, the main effect of feedback type with F=126.03 at the level of P<0.05 was significant. Generally, the self-control feedback group (=6.07) had fewer performance errors than the bandwidth feedback group (=6.28). Graph 1 shows the absolute timing error scores in experiment I, in all test phases.

![Graph 1. Absolute timing error scores of groups in Experiment I](image-url)

Retention test results. Two-factorial analysis of variance showed that the main effect of practice schedule with $F=1.507$ and the interaction effect of feedback type and practice schedule with $F=0.814$ in the level of $P>0.05$ was not significant, while the main effect of feedback type with $F=43.640$ in the level of $P<0.05$ was significant. Generally, the self-control feedback group ($=6.55$) had less performance errors than the bandwidth feedback group ($=6.74$).

Transfer test results. Two-factorial analysis of variance results showed that main effect of practice schedule with $F=0.071$ and interaction effect of feedback type and practice schedule with $F=0.799$ in the level of $P>0.05$ was not significant, while the main effect of feedback type with $F=84.474$ at the level of $P<0.05$ was significant. The results show that the self-control feedback group ($=7.03$) had less performance errors than the bandwidth feedback group ($=7.19$).

Experiment II
Pre-test. One-way ANOVA test results showed that difference of mean scores of subjects in this experiment with $F_{(5,84)}=0.375$ at the level of $P=0.864$ was not significant.

Acquisition test results. Two-factorial analysis of variance results showed that the main effect of practice schedule with $F=22.896$ was significant at the level of $P<0.05$. The Bonferroni Post hoc test results showed that there was a significant difference between blocked practice groups with serial and random groups. The interaction effect of feedback type and practice schedule with $F=0.19$ was not significant ($P>0.05$). Also, the main effect of feedback type with $F=33.413$ was significant at the level of $P<0.05$. Generally, self-control feedback group ($=6.10$) had fewer performance errors than the bandwidth feedback group ($=6.39$). Graph 2 shows relative timing error scores in experiment II for all test phases.

![Graph 2. Relative timing error scores of groups in Experiment II.](image)

Retention test results. Two-factorial analysis of variance showed that the main effect of practice schedule with $F=31.867$ at the level of $P<0.05$ was significant. The Bonferroni Post hoc test results showed that there was a significant difference between random practice groups with serial and random groups. The main effect of feedback type with $F=22.202$ at the level of $P<0.05$ was significant. The result showed that the self-control feedback group
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(=6.29) had fewer performance errors than the bandwidth feedback group (= 6.49). Moreover, the interaction effect of feedback type and practice schedule with F= 1.601 in the level of P>0.05 was not significant.

Transfer test results. Two-factorial analysis of variance showed that the main effect of practice schedule with F=57.457 at the level of P<0.05 was significant. The Bonferroni Post hoc test results showed that there was a significant difference between random practice groups with serial and random groups. The main effect of feedback type with F=31.584 at the level of P<0.05 was significant. The result showed that the self-control feedback group (= 6.90) has less performance errors than the bandwidth feedback group (= 7.04). Moreover, the interaction effect of feedback type and practice schedules with F= 0.124 in the level of P>0.05 was not significant.

DISCUSSION

Experiment I

The results obtained from the acquisition test shows better performance of blocked self-control and bandwidth feedback groups in relation to serial and random self-control and bandwidth feedback groups. Also, the performance groups in retention and transfer test was not significant. These results in the acquisition phase are consistent with the findings of Maslovat et al. (2004) and Meira and Tani (2001) (22, 23). The results of this part are inconsistent with the findings of Jones and French (2007) and Zetou et al. (2007) (24, 25). These researchers interpreted the results of their research based on the task’s type. They stated that perhaps not causes the CI effect assignments to the field studies (volleyball skills) attributed to the laboratory researches. Results in retention and transfer parameters are consistent with the findings of Lee, Wulf, and Schmidt (1992) (26). They believed that CI has no effect on retention and transfer parameters and stated that to enhance learning of motor skills, the high levels of CI which are control by different GMPs, was effective (26). But this result is inconsistent with the findings of Sekiya and Magill (2000) and Vera and Montilla (2003) (27, 28). They noted that one of the main factors to create the CI is the amount of practice. In this study subjects in the acquisition phase was performed in 16 blocks of nine trials totaling 144 trials. Perhaps one of the reasons that CI effect was not observed in the retention and transfer parameter is related to this agent, and it is proposed that in future studies, researchers should consider these factors in their researches.

Chviacowsky and Wulf (2005) noted that reducing the frequency of feedback will reduce the absolute timing of learning (17), and this result is consistent with our study results. So, the present results support the schema theory. The results of our study showed that the effectiveness of self-control feedback rather than bandwidth feedback is consistent with findings of Wulf (2007) and Chviacowsky and Wulf (2002) (20, 29). They noted that if the learner in the acquisition phase has control over the timing of the feedback given, they will show better performance in the acquisition, retention and transfer phases. Learners will show more comprehensive effort because having control in practice trials acts as a strong internal stimulating factor (20, 29).

Experiment II

The results obtained in the acquisition test shows better performance of blocked self-control and bandwidth feedback groups in relation to the serial and random self-control and bandwidth groups. These results in the acquisition test are consistent with the findings of Grant et al. (2015), Porter et al. (2007), Fairbrother, Shea, and Marzilli (2007) and Magill and Hall (1990) (30-33).

The results of the acquisition test are inconsistent with elaboration, and cognitive effort hypothesizes. Based on the elaboration hypothesis, the random practice will create in the learner meaningful, cognitive processing of the learned task. According to this hypothesis, the existent differences in tasks during random practice can improve the analysis for related tasks. In conclusion, representation of each specific task after random practice in relation to the blocked practice will be more in mind. On the other hand, Lee, Wulf, and Schmidt (1992) presented the cognitive effort hypothesis (26). They stated that cognitive effort refers to an amount of mental work during decision making; they also argued that produced adjustments in motor program’s modifications, firstly, done as a cognitive model and then with the
unconsciousness way can be integrated with motor memory; and so, they recommended that random practice increases the cognitive efforts and then improves learning (26).

The results in retention and transfer tests showed that the interaction effect of feedback type and practice arrangement was not significant but the mean effect of feedback type was significant, and the self-control feedback groups have the better performance than bandwidth feedback groups. Also the mean effect of practice schedule was significant and mean performance of the random group was better than other groups. Therefore, the results of experiment II in the retention test were consistent with Boutin and Blandin (2010), Porter et al. (2007) and Magill and Hall (1990) results (5, 32, 33). Also, the results of this study in transfer test are consistent with Russell and Newell (2008) and Carter and Ste-Marie (2016) results (34, 35). Based on their results, GMP transfer in relation to the parameter transfer revealed more interactive effects (34, 35); but was inconsistent with Zipp and Gentile (2010) results (36). The best justification about these results, could be noted the non-laboratory or applied this experiment than our study.

Magill (2011) believed that this effect can be explained by contextual independency (6). Contextual dependency refers to a situation whereby learners develop a dependency on the context in which blocked practice occurs. This then hinders performance during transfer to task variations or conditions different from those experienced in practice rather than random practice (high CI) (6).

The results of experiment II is consistent with Chiviacowsky and Wulf (2005) that showed reduced KR frequency with self-control methods increase the relative timing of learning (17); but is inconsistent with Chiviacowsky and Wulf (2002) results (20). This may be one of the factors responsible for these outcomes was the task type (timing task with pressing the 2, 4, 6 and 8 of computer keys) and type of feedback providing (only for total time of movement)

**CONCLUSION**

One of the fundamental issues in motor learning research is to determine the conditions for effective training and providing feedback information that facilitates learning and performance improvement and will be presented to the learner. This study was examining the contextual interference effect in bandwidth and self-control feedback conditions on relative and absolute timing learning. In two separate experiments, the results showed that in the relative timing or GMP in the retention and transfer tests, random group has better performance than the serial and blocked groups but in the experiment I (absolute timing or parameter), such effect was not observed.

The results of this study support for the Magill & Hall (1990) hypothesis. Also Cross, Schmitt, and Grafton (2007) (37), while studying neural control regions involved in contextual interference during motor skill learning found that random practice groups in the pre-motor and motor-sensory regions have more activity than the other groups. Given that these two regions are involved in the preparation, sequencing, and selected responses, results from this study support the hypothesis of contextual interference advantage due to improving individual’s memory capacity to prepare a motor response. Although, recent studies have shown that the usefulness of self-control feedback on learning motor skills [e.g. Chiviacowsky and Wulf 2005, 2002 and Janelle et al. 1997 (17, 20, 38)] but few studies have been done to clarify relative and absolute timing learning.

Therefore, understanding the affective factors on self-control feedback not only is important theoretically but also leads to the development of practice methods in applied fields. Chiviacowsky et al. (2008) stated that the perception of self-control conditions can improve learning because it leads to more active involvement of the learner in the learning process. Chiviacowsky et al. (2008 and 2008) and Carter, Carlsten, and Ste-Marie (2014) believed that giving learners the opportunity to control a certain aspect of practice conditions led to successful trials and successful performance strategies for learners (15, 39, 40). This can improve error detection and reforming them between the efforts that haven’t provided any feedback and finally the respond to stability increases.

Therefore, detection and correct error development are the other advantages of skills learning in self-control feedback. Based on this

study, results in regard to the effectiveness of self-control feedback along the continuum of reduced KR frequency, it seems that practice sessions permitting learners to decide when and why to get feedback increases the effects of the practice. If the learner is actively involved in the learning process it leads to deeper processing of the task. Using the self-control feedback via reduced KR frequency and performance stability in practice efforts leads to development of relative timing (GMP).

Wulf (2007) argued that perception of self-regulation conditions help the learner to increase the feedback effect by using specific strategies such as attention guidance and information transfer (29). Current studies show that self-control feedback has a significant effect on relative timing learning. This different effect of self-control feedback on learning of relative and absolute timing is evidence of the separate dissociation of GMP from parameter learning. The present study shows that the self-control feedback was significantly more affective on learning of relative timing than absolute timing.

Therefore, this present study provides a new approach to study the underlying reasons of learning advantages of using self-control feedback. Finally, based on the results of this study it seems that coaches can apply the high CI (random practice) whilst using self-control feedback.

**APPLICABLE REMARKS**

- Based on our results, the self-control feedback along the continuum of reduced KR frequency, are permit the learners to decide when and why to get feedback increases the effects of the practice.

- Based on our results, the self-control learners will show more comprehensive effort because having control in practice trials acts as a strong internal stimulating factor.
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